What factors determine firms’ attitudes toward trade policy? This paper considers producers’ policy preferences and political behavior in light of two key patterns in modern international trade: industries that face import competition often have many exporters, and foreign sales are concentrated in the hands of a small number of “superstar” exporters. Using a new survey of Costa Rican firms matched to systematic firm-level data on export behavior, we find that firm features are generally more important predictors of attitudes toward trade liberalization than industry-wide comparative advantage. We also show that export intensity is strongly associated with interest and lobbying activity on trade policy. The largest exporters, who are the strongest supporters of global integration, dominate trade politics.
of size and concentration, even as the opponents of trade liberalization are undermined from within their own ranks.

We bridge the gap between our theoretical contributions and our country case study, Costa Rica, by providing evidence of each of our scope conditions using a comprehensive firm-level data set on annual export sales for nearly all Costa Rican exporters. Firm-level transaction data on exporting are generally scarce; matching these data to our survey on political preferences therefore provides a unique opportunity. We show that export sales are highly skewed toward the most successful exporters and that net-importing industries—even industries where imports are many times greater than exports—still have significant numbers of exporters, some of whom are highly successful. These are precisely the industries that would be considered at a “comparative disadvantage”—and assumed united in opposition to trade liberalization—in the standard “specific factors” account of trade politics (Alt et al. 1996).

We then turn to testing our predictions. We expect to see firm-level characteristics—export status, and especially export-intensity—to be positively correlated with support for trade liberalization. If the emphasis on firm performance and product differentiation is merited, these effects should hold even conditional on industry-wide measures of comparative advantage. This is a sharp contrast with the specific factors model, where an industry’s trade orientation determines the attitudes of all firms in the industry, regardless of whether any particular firm exports or not. We also examine the political ramifications of firms’ trade policy preferences: we show the positive impact of the scale of firms’ exports on their beliefs that trade policy is important, on their willingness to seek information about trade policy developments, and on their lobbying activity. Pro-trade firms have the most intense preferences and have the financial and political capital to see those preferences realized as policy.

We find support for each of these propositions using an original survey of firms located in Costa Rica.1 The focus on a highly successful and growing, but nonetheless developing, country enables us to ask whether the findings on firm heterogeneity and politics in Osgood (2017) and Plouffe (2012), which examine developed country cases, travel to a developing country context, while matching our survey results to a rich, firm-level export data set. We find that they do.

The structure of our paper is as follows. The first main section brings together the various theoretical models developed in the literature and highlights their key predictions. We then introduce our firm-level survey data, which features responses from over 260 Costa Rican firms, and this is followed by our findings. We find strong evidence for the two core predictions of the “new, new trade theory for the politics of trade”: firm attributes, especially size and export capacity, are stronger predictors of trade attitudes than the industry-wide predictors usually emphasized. The implications of these findings for firms’ preference intensity and political engagement on trade issues are then examined. We conclude by highlighting opportunities for further research.

THEORY

Intra-industry trade and firm heterogeneity

Until now, the study of trade politics has been dominated by two competing models. While generating starkly different predictions about coalitions on trade policy, the Stolper-Samuelson and Ricardo-Viner approaches have two crucial analytic similarities. First, both approaches rely on the idea of shared prices creating shared interests. In the Ricardo-Viner model, trade alters goods prices shared among all firms in the same industry, and these price changes determine attitudes. In the Stolper-Samuelson approach, trade alters factor prices shared by all owners of the same factor, and these factor prices change determine attitudes. Second, both approaches gloss over differences among firms, in particular heterogeneity in productivity, scale, and export engagement. Industries are assumed to be composed of identical producers who naturally share identical interests.

Two developments in the economics of trade over the past few decades suggest that these assumptions form a questionable basis on which to build our theories of trade politics. The first of these is the discovery that intra-industry trade, where a country both imports and exports a good at the same time, is widespread (Brülhart 2009; Grubel and Lloyd 1971). The second is the discovery that firms differ sharply in the extent to which they are able to engage export markets, even within the same narrowly defined industry (Bernard and Jensen 1995). In most industries, only a minority of firms usually export and an even smaller share of those firms control the bulk of all exports sales (Mayer and Ottaviano 2008).

Intra-industry trade occurs where two countries mutually exchange varieties of essentially the same product, making both trade partners simultaneously export- and import-

---

1. For other examples of firm-level surveys in international political economy, see Büthe and Mattli (2011), Kenyon and Margalit (2014), Kuno and Naot (2015), and Mosley (2003). We later describe the substantive and pragmatic considerations that led us to focus on trade politics in Costa Rica.

2. Both models feature both goods and factor price changes, of course. The key distinction is whether factor price differences are arbitrated away due to inter-industry factor mobility.
competing (Grubel and Lloyd 1975). Such trade is generally the result of a taste for product variety either within or among consumers—wine and automobiles, for example, feature significant intra-industry trade. Models of intra-industry trade usually assume that firms monopolize the production of particular brands or varieties (Helpman 1981; Krugman 1980). This gives firms some measure of power to set prices (Dixit and Stiglitz 1977; Lancaster 1979).

The first generation of trade models featuring intra-industry trade assumed that all firms were identical in size and productivity (Helpman and Krugman 1985). Despite their newfound ability to set different prices for their unique varieties, equilibrium prices (and sales) among firms in the same industry remained the same. With the rise of quality firm-level data sets on export engagement and sales, however, scholars discovered that even in the most export-oriented industries, only a (generally small) minority of large, successful firms actually enter and remain in export markets (Bernard and Jensen 1995, 2004; Bernard et al. 2007; Tybout 2003). This is usually explained with reference to productivity differences among firms. Only the most productive firms, which can profitably sell at the lowest prices, can pay the significant fixed and variable costs associated with accessing foreign markets and still profit from trade.

This firm heterogeneity in productivity broke the common price equilibrium among firms in models of intra-industry trade. In equilibrium, more productive firms have lower prices. They are therefore able to find positive demand for their varieties abroad even on top of trade costs. Less productive firms generally must charge higher prices in order to recoup their higher costs, and they therefore are less likely to find export markets for their relatively expensive products once trade costs are included (Bernard et al. 2003; Melitz 2003; Melitz and Ottaviano 2008). Returns to capital in these models therefore differ not only across industries but within industries, with larger producers earning greater profits due to their superior performance both at home and abroad. We describe the distributive impacts of trade liberalization more fully below.

The burgeoning literature on firms and trade has recently focused on an important aspect of firm heterogeneity that was not fully appreciated in the earliest empirical studies: export sales are highly skewed toward a few highly successful producers (Bernard et al. 2007; Malmberg, Malmberg, and Lundequist 2000; Mayer and Ottaviano 2008; Muûls and Pisu 2009). For example, in 2000, around 18% of US manufacturing firms exported, and about 3% of all firms overall including nontradables (Bernard et al. 2007; Bernard, Jensen, and Schott 2009). However, among all firms that exported, the largest 1% (about 1,700 firms total) accounted for 80.9% of all US exports (Bernard et al. 2009). At this point, we now have the two crucial ingredients for describing a theory of firm preferences over trade (Osgood 2016). On the one hand, because of product differentiation, industries are both import- and export-competing at the same time. Consumers, wishing to maximize product variety, must look abroad, even if foreign producers have higher costs or prices, in order to access the unique varieties monopolized by foreign producers. This logic is symmetrical across countries, thereby generating the two-way trade that is so characteristic of post-war international trade. Second, firms differ in their ability to access foreign markets, and therefore they differ in their ability to benefit from trade liberalization. In industries with differentiated products, then, all firms face greater import competition in the wake of trade liberalization, but only an elite few are able to successfully export.3

Distributive impacts of trade liberalization

The combination of product differentiation and firm heterogeneity gives rise to sharply different distributive implications associated with trade liberalization than those predicted by the standard trade model (Melitz 2003). In the standard trade model, all firms producing the same product win or lose together. Industries featuring differentiated products, in contrast, witness sharp intra-industry reallocations of profit in the wake of trade liberalization (Aw, Chung, and Roberts 2000; Berthou and Vicard 2015; Eaton et al. 2007; Girma, Greenaway, and Kneller 2003; Pavcnik 2002). The most productive firms increase profits from trade liberalization, on net, while the least productive firms lose profits or drop out altogether.4

These intra-industry redistributions are easily understood by examining the trade-offs associated with reciprocal trade liberalization for a set of firms producing varieties of a differentiated product (Melitz and Ottaviano 2008). The first major impact of trade is that it means greater competition from abroad. Home market consumers wish to diversify their

3. One interesting question raised by the notion of product differentiation is whether products might become so variegated that they are effectively no longer substitutes. In part, this is a question of aggregation and the appropriate level of analysis. When we speak of industries producing differentiated products here, we generally mean industries where products remain partially substitutable.

4. On firm exit, Pavcnik (2002) studies the massive unilateral cuts in trade barriers undertaken by Chile from 1979 to 1986, documenting significantly greater exit among less productive plants in the wake of the liberalization. On productivity and exporting, Aw et al. (2000) and Wagner (2007) use country-level panel studies to argue that the link between productivity and exporting is primarily driven by the self-selection of highly productive firms into export markets.
consumption by importing more foreign varieties once trade barriers have been lowered. This will occur even if foreign producers have higher prices, on average, than home market producers, illustrating how product differentiation breaks the ordinary logic of comparative advantage and one-way trade. Trade liberalization therefore imposes a significant cost on all producers—displacement by foreign firms and so lost profits—even if the foreign country is at a comparative disadvantage.

The second major impact of reciprocal trade liberalization is, of course, that it creates new opportunities for exporting. This is true for both extant exporters, who can expand the scale of sales in markets they already serve when trade barriers drop, and for new entrants to the export market. However, because exporting imposes significant fixed and variable costs, only firms selling at the lowest cost (or at the greatest scale) will be among the ranks of those exporters whose foreign sales increase in the wake of liberalization (Das, Roberts, and Tybout 2007).

So far we have a clear set of distributive implications for nonexporting firms. Trade liberalization, even with a less competitive country, is always a negative because it means greater competition and reduced profits. But that does not imply that all exporting firms will benefit from trade liberalization. Consider the impact of trade liberalization on a marginal exporter who just barely earns a positive profit from exporting. This firm will still face significant lost profits from trade liberalization due to extra competition in the home market from foreign producers. A key theme that has emerged in the most recent empirical literature on firm performance in export markets reinforces this point. Even among exporters, the vast majority of export sales are concentrated in the hands of a relatively small number of “superstar” firms (Bernard, Van Beveren, and Vandenbussche 2014; Mayer and Ottaviano 2008). This means that the biggest winners from globalization may be a relatively small group of large high-volume exporters.

**Firm attributes and attitudes toward trade liberalization**

This discussion therefore suggests a first proposition linking firm attributes and support for trade liberalization.

**Prediction 1.** Exporting firms are more likely to support reciprocal trade liberalization holding constant the comparative advantage of their industry as a whole, though marginal exporters may not support trade. Because larger firms reap the greatest rewards from liberalization, the extent of exporting should be positively correlated with support for freer trade.

The first part of this prediction is straightforward. All firms face greater competition in the wake of multilateral trade liberalization, but only a subset of exporting firms have the opportunity to increase profits through exporting (see, e.g., Kim 2014b; Osgood 2016; Plouffe 2012). Support for trade will therefore be higher, on average, among those firms that export even if the smaller among them gain relatively little, or even lose, from liberalization. While the claim that “exporting firms support trade” may sound obvious, it is important to note how sharply this differs from the Ricardoviner approach, where the key factor is whether the industry’s good is exported. Whether a particular firm is exporting that commodity-type good is irrelevant to its bottom line because it still benefits from an increase in price.5 If our approach is substantiated, then coalitions in favor of trade liberalization ought to cut across industries, knitting together the largest exporting firms regardless of whether the industry is net-exporting or net-importing. This is, then, a distinct alternative to the two images of trade politics coalitions described in Hiscox (2002).

The second part of this prediction requires that we condition on some proxy for the comparative advantage of a firm’s industry. Among a sample of firms, a simple correlation between exporting and support for trade might be confirmation of either the “new, new trade” approach or the specific factors model, and so it provides no analytical traction for comparing the two models. Our approach is to hold constant the overall industry orientation to trade, whether net-importing, net-exporting, or something closer to neutral, and examine if the export status of the firm still has predictive power. If the specific factors model is correct, the export status of a particular firm should have no explanatory power once its industry has been correctly identified as net-exporting. Moreover, the export status of a firm should be a weak predictor of support for trade in any event, because even non-exporting firms can benefit from trade liberalization in the standard trade model. If, on the other hand, exporting, and especially export intensity, are consistently strong predictors of support for trade, over and above the export orientation of the industry as a whole, then a firm-centered approach is supported.

The third part of our first prediction—that the extent of exporting should be as important, if not more so, than simply being an exporter—builds off of the new focus on “superstar” exporters. A simplistic rendering of the new, new...
trade theory’s implications for trade politics would be that exporters support trade and nonexporters do not. We emphasize here that not all exporters are created equal, and we expect the staunchest support for globalization to be at the highly successful top end of the export distribution. Another way of putting this is that a focus on the extensive margin of exporting (do firms export or not?) can obscure a lot of difference along the intensive margin of exporting (how much does each firm export, and how does that vary among firms?). Unpacking the political interests and activities of exporting firms may be just as important as unpacking industries themselves.

Before moving on, we discuss two additional issues about translating our predictions into empirical models. First, we again highlight a key scope condition of our model of translating our predictions into empirical models. First, we dust industries themselves.

A potential for preferences: that the product be differentiated so that there are factors rather than industry with some measure of product differentiation, and we would expect that where products are entirely homogeneous an industry’s preferences over trade would look like the the Ricardian predictions, that is, driven by industry-level factors rather than firms’ ability to export. In practice, we find that some of the industries in Costa Rica with relatively homogeneous goods, according to the best available measures, still have exporting firms and still have intra-industry trade. For this reason, and due to our restricted sample size, we pool the data in our main analysis and leave our first prediction unconditional. However, we explore the conditional effects of firm- and industry-level factors on support for trade in the appendix, available online.

Second, we also note that significant literatures have emerged emphasizing intra-industry variation in the sourcing of inputs from abroad and in multinational activity. While not the focus of the theoretical development here, these differences of course provide alternative explanations for why larger firms might support trade liberalization since globalization of the supply chain is only available to the largest firms (Antras and Helpman 2004; Bernard et al. 2009; Girma and Görg 2007; Greenaway and Kneller 2007; Tomiura 2007). We first note that our main measure of support for trade asks about liberalization “in your industry,” so we do not think (and do not find) that response is driven by opportunities to source inputs. Second, much multinational activity is horizontal in nature, so the relationship between multinational status and support for own-industry liberalization may not be strong. Third, to give these alternative explanations their full due (and to ensure that the posited links between export ability and other aspects of globalization are not spurious), we condition in all models presented on measures of whether the respondent is an importer of intermediate goods and is a part of a multinational firm.

Preference intensity and political engagement
According to the dominant models of trade with heterogeneous firms, the distributive impact of trade liberalization varies continuously through the productivity distribution of firms. In the simplest version of this story, the least productive firms lose from trade liberalization (and may even shut down altogether); marginal exporters will lose or gain, on net, very little from trade liberalization; and, at the top end, a group of highly productive exporters reap outsize gains from trade liberalization (Melitz 2003).

These distributive consequences suggest that interest in trade politics will be concentrated in the upper reaches of the productivity distribution (Kim 2014a). Recall that export sales are heavily concentrated in the hands of the largest exporters. So, in industries producing differentiated products, liberalization might create no gains whatsoever for the bulk of firms but lead to increased competition that is broadly diffused across the set of all firms. A small minority of highly successful exporters are therefore likely to be strong and active proponents of trade liberalization. In contrast, the large remainder of modestly sized producers share the losses from trade across many firms, so each firm’s losses from trade are small in both absolute and relative terms. For this reason, trade’s opponents lack the vehemence of trade’s staunch supporters. Note also that these small- and medium-sized firms are partially buffered from competition because, despite their inefficiency, they are the sole producer of the variety they monopolize (Krugman 1981; Rodrik 1995). Given these conditions, the benefits of trade liberalization are concentrated on the pro-trade side, while the costs are broadly diffused, inverting the usual formula used to explain trade protectionism (Alt and Gilligan 1994; Wilson 1974).

These ideas lead to a second prediction.

Prediction 2. The largest exporters will consider trade policy to be a much more significant issue than either smaller exporters or nonexporters. This preference intensity will also manifest itself in patterns of information-seeking and lobbying on trade policy, where we expect the largest firms to be most active.

A potential alternative explanation for the pattern outlined in prediction 2 might be that smaller firms, though identifying trade as salient, are disengaged politically due to a perceived or actual inability to influence government. This might be because they consider themselves too small to effectively make their case before policy makers because they
find the organizational challenges associated with effective lobbying too daunting or because they simply lack the financial and political capital to undertake a successful lobbying effort.\textsuperscript{6} We consider this alternative by considering evidence of both preferences, which should not face financial or organizational constraints, and lobbying behavior, which certainly does. In practice, it is likely that both channels are operative. In the next section, we describe the data we collected to test our predictions.

\section*{DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA}

While there is some existing work on firms in international political economy (e.g., Hathaway 1998; Milner 1988), relatively few attempts have been made to systematically survey firms (examples include Bütte and Mattli [2011], Kenyon and Margalit [2014], Kuno and Naqi [2015], Malesky and Taussig [2009], Mosley [2003], and Samphrantharak and Malesky [2008]). We add to this firm-level survey literature both by focusing on responses to questions about trade preferences and political engagement and by testing predictions that move beyond standard factoral- or sectoral-based explanations. These predictions are tested on a survey of firms located in Costa Rica that was fielded in two waves, from November 2013 to February 2014 and then from May to June 2014. Firms were presented with a large survey of questions about the impact of globalization on their firm and industry, their political activities, and the operation of their business.\textsuperscript{7}

We discuss the specific questions used for this paper below, where we introduce our main variables, and for now we introduce the country setting and describe the match between our sample and the population of firms in Costa Rica.

Costa Rica provides a valuable case for the study of firm attitudes toward trade policy for reasons both substantive and practical. On the substantive side, Costa Rica provides an ideal environment to examine the impacts of trade liberalization across a wide variety of industries and firms. Costa Rica is a rapidly growing, globalizing, and developing country and is currently in accession talks with the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). While historically Costa Rica has exported mainly agricultural commodities, its export profile has diversified significantly over the past two decades into both basic and advanced manufacturing (agriculture now accounts for only 6\% of Costa Rican gross domestic product [GDP]). In 2013, export volumes were around 35\% of Costa Rica’s GDP, and manufacturing accounted for 62\% of all merchandise export sales (World Bank 2013). Food and animals have accounted for only 14\% of exports. Costa Rica has also significantly increased the exposure of its own firms to international competition. Citing Paus (2005), Cordero and Paus (2008) report that average tariff rates fell from above 60\% to 5.8\% between 1985 and 2004. While the implementation of CAFTA (Central America Free Trade Agreement) in 2009 was a key milestone, Costa Rica has since 2010 signed preferential trade agreements with China, Singapore, Mexico, and the European Union. China, Mexico, and the European Union are all among Costa Rica’s five greatest trade partners (Hausmann et al. 2014). Costa Rica is also a major recipient of foreign direct investment (FDI), and in 2014, its total stock of inward FDI was equal to 50.5\% of Costa Rican GDP (UNCTAD 2015).

These enormous changes reflect a concerted and frequently controversial strategy of neoliberal reform begun in the wake of International Monetary Fund and World Bank interventions to stabilize and reform the Costa Rican economy during the Monge administration, which was accelerated by President Oscar Arias during his first term in office, 1986–90 (Cordero and Paus 2008). Since these reforms, Costa Rica has aggressively pursued free trade agreements and bilateral investment treaties, which has sparked considerable debate within the country (Hicks, Milner, and Tingley 2014).

Costa Rica has a lively associational politics (77.9\% of our respondents report being in a trade association), and trade associations exist across the manufacturing, agriculture, and service sectors, whether import- or export-competing. These industry associations are complemented by several peak associations; the Costa Rican Chamber of Exporters (CADEXCO) is especially active on trade issues. Lobbying is also commonplace: 35.9\% of our respondents reported contacting the Office of the President, the Legislative Assembly, or the Ministry of Foreign Trade (COMEX) to discuss public policy. Electoral campaigns in Costa Rica are funded both publicly and privately, though private funds make up the majority. Relatively large limits on individual contributions and recurring scandals associated with campaign giving have created an impression that big business and the wealthy dominate campaign financing (AAACP 2004; Casas-Zamora and Zovato 2015).

\textsuperscript{6} On lobbying and collective action around trade, see Alt and Gilligan (1994), Busch and Reinhardt (2000), and Gawande and Bandyopadhyay (2000). We also note at this point that heterogeneous preferences will tend to defeat the ordinary channel for small firms to influence their government via their trade association. This is especially true if associations are dominated by their largest members at the expense of small- and medium-sized enterprises, as argued in Bennett (1998), Bennett and Robson (1999), and Huggins and Johnston (2010).

\textsuperscript{7} The second wave of the survey was shortened primarily by removing a set of questions about firms’ financial operations and some other open-ended response questions. This was done to avoid attrition and to make an accurate promise of completion in under 10 minutes to entice response in the second wave. All variables included in this paper were included in both waves of the survey. We did not find heterogeneous effects of our main explanatory variables across survey waves.
How is trade policy made in Costa Rica? Trade agreements are generally negotiated by the executive branch, with close coordination between the Office of the President and the Ministry of Foreign Trade (COMEX), which generally takes the lead in formulating policy as well as international negotiations (WTO Secretariat 2013). Trade agreements are generally then subject to a vote by the unicameral Asamblea Legislativa, although, exceptionally, the CAFTA agreement was approved by general referendum (see Singh [2005], citing Echandi [1997]). COMEX also plays a significant role in administering Costa Rican trade rules and in export and investment promotion, for example, by funding and advising the Procomer export promotion agency. Policy making in Costa Rica also features extensive communication between the government and relevant industrial stakeholders: 28% of our firm respondents reported contacting one of the above institutions about issues relating to international trade or outsourcing.

Costa Rica therefore provides a rich political environment for the study of trade politics: it is a successful, diversified, and increasingly globalized upper-middle-income country; this global engagement—and increases in trade especially—has apparently contributed to impressive economic growth, but it has also sustained special interest engagement and public controversy.

On the practical side, Costa Rica has several key resources that we make use of for this research. First, the Costa Rican government created a public quasi-independent agency in 1996, Promotora del Comercio Exterior de Costa Rica, or Procomer, which gathers data on virtually all Costa Rican firms that export, including information on the quantity, product categorization, and destination of all export sales on an annual basis. We make extensive use of these data in our project, as described below. Second, Costa Rica has a number of governmental and nongovernmental institutions that are experienced in the administration of firm-level surveys and that gather data on firm contact information.

To conduct our survey of Costa Rican firms, we partnered with INCAE, the leading business school in Costa Rica. We developed a list of potential firms and contact information using several sources, including Procomer. In total, we sent e-mails that contained a link to an online survey to 2,577 firms. The survey introduced the researchers and their affiliations and indicated that the survey’s objective was to better understand firm opinions concerning international trade. The survey was translated from English to Spanish by a native Spanish speaker and was checked for back translation separately.

Our total number of respondents was 389, leading to an overall response rate of 15.1%. Our response rate among Procomer firms was 15.07%.

Among these respondents, 268 fall within the agriculture, mining, and manufacturing sectors, for which trade is most relevant, and we examine only these firms in our models. These correspond to all ISIC Revision 3.1 codes 01–37 (International Standard Industrial Classification of All Economic Activities). While this is a modest overall response rate, this number provides sufficient statistical power for our main tests, and we believe that it represents important data on the attitudes of firms toward globalization in an open developing economy. We describe the match between our sample and the population of exporting firms in Costa Rica below.

The response rate varied somewhat depending on the question in the survey, mainly because of attrition toward the end of the survey and occasionally because of nonresponse. For example, our main question about support for trade liberalization received 256 responses (out of 268 possible), while our question about importing, which comes toward the end of the survey, received only 216 responses. In order to handle this nonresponse and take maximal advantage of the data, we create 10 imputed data sets using software described in Honaker, King, and Blackwell (2009). All models are estimated using software from Imai, King, and Lau (2008) and are recombined according to the formulae in Rubin (2004). Imputation is generally preferred to ad hoc strategies, such as listwise deletion, but we also replicate all of our main findings using the original data and find that our main results are quite similar. These models are contained in appendix D, available online.

The imputation of missing data is generally only justified under an assumption that the missingness is at random, that is, that the probability of missingness is a function of observed covariates and not of the missing outcomes themselves, conditional on observed covariate values. We believe it likely that some of our nonresponse is completely at random: respondents may have simply not known the answer to questions or may have dropped out of the survey for idiosyncratic reasons. If this is not the case, we include in our imputation model a rich set of industry- and firm-level covariates that are fully observed, and we note that many of our most important variables are observed in the vast majority

8. We have not counted respondents who began the survey but did not answer it in these figures. We also received responses from two Procomer firms that we could not match to firms in our original panel of contact information. We have included these respondents in the analysis.

9. The Procomer data do not include export information on firms in services and other nonagriculture, nonmining, and nonmanufacturing industries, and international trade data on those industries are not available in any event.

10. Per our IRB (institutional review board), we could not “force” responses to questions.
of cases. We think it is plausible that nonresponse to particular questions and attrition are predictable by our observed firm and industry characteristics and by observed answers to other survey questions. For example, if drop out on our survey about globalization is correlated with firm export sales or industry export or import competition, then we have those factors measured and included in the imputation model. Finally, we do not attempt to systematically handle nonresponse to the survey at the population level. Our imputation strategy is focused solely on handling nonresponse and dropout among those who responded to the survey.

Sample characteristics
This section interrogates the characteristics of exporters in our sample compared to information about the universe of exporters. While we show a number of desirable characteristics, we briefly mention some limitations. Around 27.8% of our agriculture, mining, and manufacturing respondents report operating foreign production facilities and 84% exported at some point from 2000 to 2012, indicating that we had a relatively large number of multinational firms and exporters in our sample. These figures may simply reflect that Costa Rica is a small open economy that has higher rates of export than, for example, the relatively insular and large United States, or that exporters were more likely to respond to a survey associated with the Procomer agency. Note also that the Procomer data include all firms that export in Costa Rica, conﬁrming that our respondents are broadly representative of Costa Rica’s population of firms as a whole. We also examine in detail the sectoral distribution of firms in our sample across 2-digit ISIC industries, and again we find that our sample has desirable properties.

Appendix A provides a detailed analysis of how our sample compares to the set of all exporting firms in Costa Rica using data from Procomer. We check the match between our sample and the complete population for several key variables that are subsequently used in the analysis. Our results show substantially similar distributions across exporters in our survey and those that did not respond to our survey, suggesting that our respondents are broadly representative of Costa Rica’s population of firms at some point. We also examine in detail the sectoral distribution of firms in our sample across 2-digit ISIC industries, and again we find that our sample has desirable properties.

Skewness of export sales and intra-industry trade in Costa Rica
In order to build a bridge between the theory and our rich firm-level data, in this subsection we demonstrate that the two key analytic factors emphasized above in our theoretical development are operative within our country case, Costa Rica. In other words, the key premises of our theory are valid for the case we examine.

Figure 1 demonstrates the extraordinary skewness of exports sales within Costa Rica, confirming that the pattern noted in several other country studies above is also present within our case. The top 1% of exporting firms control on average 53% of export sales across all industries (this figure is 59% if industries are weighted by total export sales). The top 10% of exporters control more than 80% of all exports in 24 of 27 industries examined. For the country as a whole, the top 1%, 5%, and 10% of firms account for 62.7%, 87.6%, and 94.5% of all export sales, respectively. We take these data as evidence that our country case will provide fertile ground for examining the impact of export concentration, and of firm heterogeneity more generally, on trade politics.

The Procomer data also reveal that the set of Costa Rican firms that export is in a state of constant flux and that most firms that export do so tentatively and do not succeed over the long run. Some 37.4% of new entrants from 2001 to 2009 did not export at all in the three years after their initial entry into export markets. A further 71.6% that exported in a second year dropped out in the two years thereafter. Overall, 74% of new entrants from 2001 were not active in 2012. More broadly, a significant number of firms drop in and out of export markets recurrently, exporting only intermittently over the span of our data. These patterns, and the heterogeneity documented in figure 1, amply illustrate just how sharp the differences among exporters can be. They also help to explain why such a high proportion of our respondents fall into the Procomer umbrella at some point.

Figure 2 considers our other main theoretical factor: the high volume of export sales in “import-competing” industries. Each dot represents a 4-digit ISIC Revision 3.1 industry.

11. All predictors and outcomes employed in this paper are included in the imputation model.
12. Among our respondents, 84% fall into the Procomer umbrella, indicating that they exported at some point over the period 2002–12. Around 64% of the respondents were active exporters in 2012, and 57% were active in all three years of 2010–12.
Along the horizontal axis we report that industry’s export-to-import ratio. Industries significantly above 1 export far in excess of any import competition, industries significantly below 1 are heavily import-competing, and industries near 1 are exemplars of intra-industry trade flows. While there is a negative correlation between net trade and the number of exporting firms, it is striking how large the number of exporting firms is even in industries that fall well within the net-importing range. This is true even at extremely low export-import ratios. In our rendering, these firms are potential winners from trade liberalization, even if the other firms in their industry are threatened by greater trade.

The bottom half of the figure reinforces this point by considering the total export sales of the most successful exporters over the years 2000–2012. Even in industries that are quite import-competing (i.e., near .01 on the horizontal axis and beyond), there are still individual firms that exported in enormous quantities over this time span. This, again, suggests the importance of firm monopolies of differentiated products and that there are winners from trade liberalization even in “comparative disadvantage” industries. In the next section, we show that these apparent winners are indeed supporters of trade.

RESULTS

The core empirical results in this paper are now presented. Summary statistics for all variables are provided in table 1. First, we examine support for trade liberalization among our survey respondents. Firm-level factors, especially export activity and intensity, are strongly predictive of support for trade liberalization, while various proxies for industry-wide comparative advantage are not. Then we examine the links between firm- and industry-level variables and a set of questions on firm interest in, and lobbying on, trade politics. A very strong pattern emerges: only the largest and most successful exporting firms consider trade politics to be worthy of interest and expending their political capital. Export status alone does not generate such interest, but a high intensity of export participation does.

Firm characteristics and support for trade

The models reported in table 2 demonstrate that features of firms, over and above characteristics of their industries or the goods they produce, explain attitudes toward trade liberalization. Our survey asked: “Overall, do you believe that mutual reductions of international trade barriers in your industry, agreed on by Costa Rica and other countries in the past few years, have benefited or harmed your firm?” The responses were reordered for the analysis, so that 1 means “mostly harmed” and 5 means “mostly benefited.”

13. This scale is cut off at a ratio of 1:1,000, and industries with no exporters whatsoever are given a value of .0001, so they are included in the figure as points in the lower left-hand corner; 23 of 140 4-digit ISIC industries are located at these points with no export sales in each figure.

14. Several
predicted correlates of support for trade are examined, all of which were gathered independently from the survey responses. These include whether a firm exported from 2000 to 2012 (Exporter [Procomer]), its average annual exports during the years the firm exported (ln Annual exports), and the number of markets served by the firm (ln Number of markets).

These models (and those in subsequent tables) also include additional control variables. Most important among these are the proxies for industry-wide comparative advantage, both of which are measured in a trichotomous manner with firms from the most competitive industries and firms with more “neutral” industries considered relative to a baseline of firms from the least competitive industries. These measures operationalize the Ricardo-Viner prediction that preferences are determined by the industry’s comparative advantage, and they are based on Costa Rican trade data.

The first main proxy for comparative advantage uses the export sales relative to import sales of the firm’s industry and breaks the industries up into terciles. The top tercile is called Comparative advantage; and the middle tercile is Neutral comparative advantage, although we stress that this outcome-based measure is only a proxy. This approach is commonly employed in the trade politics literature, but it raises concerns about potentially large correlations between the export sales of our respondents and industry-wide comparative advantage, both of which are measured in a trichotomous manner with firms from the most competitive industries and firms with more “neutral” industries considered relative to a baseline of firms from the least competitive industries. These measures operationalize the Ricardo-Viner prediction that preferences are determined by the industry’s comparative advantage, and they are based on Costa Rican trade data.

The first main proxy for comparative advantage uses the export sales relative to import sales of the firm’s industry and breaks the industries up into terciles. The top tercile is called Comparative advantage; and the middle tercile is Neutral comparative advantage, although we stress that this outcome-based measure is only a proxy. This approach is commonly employed in the trade politics literature, but it raises concerns about potentially large correlations between the export sales of our respondents and industry-wide comparative advantage, both of which are measured in a trichotomous manner with firms from the most competitive industries and firms with more “neutral” industries considered relative to a baseline of firms from the least competitive industries. These measures operationalize the Ricardo-Viner prediction that preferences are determined by the industry’s comparative advantage, and they are based on Costa Rican trade data.

The first main proxy for comparative advantage uses the export sales relative to import sales of the firm’s industry and breaks the industries up into terciles. The top tercile is called Comparative advantage; and the middle tercile is Neutral comparative advantage, although we stress that this outcome-based measure is only a proxy. This approach is commonly employed in the trade politics literature, but it raises concerns about potentially large correlations between the export sales of our respondents and industry-wide comparative advantage, both of which are measured in a trichotomous manner with firms from the most competitive industries and firms with more “neutral” industries considered relative to a baseline of firms from the least competitive industries. These measures operationalize the Ricardo-Viner prediction that preferences are determined by the industry’s comparative advantage, and they are based on Costa Rican trade data.
advantage. Such concerns are unfounded, in principle, because only a minority of respondents control most export sales and firm heterogeneity is significant. They are also not present in practice: our measures of export participation and intensity are only weakly correlated, if at all, with our proxy for industry-wide comparative advantage among our respondents.\textsuperscript{15} Nonetheless, to avoid concerns about double-counting export sales, we use a version of Balassa’s (1965) revealed comparative advantage based on country-level import sales only. Industries that account for a relatively high proportion of Costa Rica’s import sales, relative to the world’s, are presumed to be less competitive. This variable is called Neutral RCA and Positive RCA.

In addition to these main variables, we include several other controls. Product differentiation is operationalized as a trichotomous variable, where we include moderately differentiated (Moderately differentiated) and highly differentiated (Differentiated) dummies with an excluded category for homogeneous (i.e., relatively undifferentiated) products.\textsuperscript{16} We also control for three other firm-level variables: the respondents’ evaluations of the ease with which their products might be replaced by a competitor’s (Substitutability), whether the firm has foreign production facilities (Foreign production), and whether the firm reported importing intermediate goods from abroad (Importer).\textsuperscript{17} Measurement details for these variables are contained in appendix B.

\textsuperscript{15} The Spearman correlation between ln Annual exports and our ordinal measure proxy for comparative advantage is .108; the correlations with Exporter (Procomer) and ln Number of markets are −.194 and −.023, respectively. These correlations are similarly weak for the alternative proxy introduced below.

\textsuperscript{16} This discretization follows the original measure developed in Rauch (1999), which is reflected in a clear multimodal structure when this measure is concorded into the ISIC classification scheme.

\textsuperscript{17} The Substitutability variable is based on a 4-point Likert scale question that asked, “When people buy your product or products, how

---

Table 1. Summary Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Table</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attitudes toward trade:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefits from reciprocal liberalization</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Import competition</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export opportunities</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intensity of interest and activity:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade policy important?</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seek trade information</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political contact</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political contact about trade</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Firm-level explanatory variables:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exporter</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln Annual exports</td>
<td>10.74</td>
<td>11.87</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18.70</td>
<td>5.24</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln Number of markets</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitutability</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign production</td>
<td>.28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importer</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Industry-level explanatory variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral comparative advantage</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative advantage</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral RCA</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive RCA</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately differentiated</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.47</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differentiated</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.49</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. This table presents summary statistics for each of the seven outcome variables examined below, along with the table where the variable is examined as an outcome. Explanatory variables are listed on the lower half of the table. For all variables the range of outcomes across all respondents is presented; summary statistics are averaged across all imputed data sets. Industries that account for a relatively high proportion of Costa Rica’s import sales, relative to the world’s, are presumed to be less competitive. This variable is called Neutral RCA and Positive RCA.
The models relating our objective correlates of export capacity to support for trade strongly suggest that an individual firm’s export ability is more important than the orientation of their industry toward the international economy. Export ability, at both the extensive and intensive margin, is strongly associated with support for the belief that reciprocal trade liberalization benefits the respondent’s firm. This is true even conditional on our proxies for industry-wide comparative advantage, which, although generally signed in the direction that the standard trade model might predict, are not statistically significant in any specification.18

We supplement this first main finding with several self-reported measures of competitiveness. First, we regress support for trade liberalization on the in-survey measure of whether a firm exports or not (Exporter (reported)). We find

Table 2. Benefits from Reciprocal Liberalization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exporter (Procomer)</td>
<td>.836***</td>
<td>.791**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Annual exports</td>
<td></td>
<td>.062***</td>
<td>.061**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral comparative advantage</td>
<td>.064</td>
<td>.036</td>
<td>.020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative advantage</td>
<td>.322</td>
<td>.272</td>
<td>.286</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral RCA</td>
<td>.384</td>
<td>.350</td>
<td>.340</td>
<td>.408</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive RCA</td>
<td>-.050</td>
<td>-.092</td>
<td>-.025</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately differentiated</td>
<td>-.717**</td>
<td>-.667**</td>
<td>-.679**</td>
<td>-.623**</td>
<td>-.710**</td>
<td>-.655**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differentiated</td>
<td>-.468</td>
<td>-.550*</td>
<td>-.372</td>
<td>-.441</td>
<td>-.494</td>
<td>-.485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitutability</td>
<td>-.262*</td>
<td>-.257*</td>
<td>-.270**</td>
<td>-.267*</td>
<td>-.269**</td>
<td>-.259*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign production</td>
<td>.187</td>
<td>.191</td>
<td>.121</td>
<td>.131</td>
<td>.099</td>
<td>.116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importer</td>
<td>-.615**</td>
<td>-.717**</td>
<td>-.647**</td>
<td>-.749**</td>
<td>-.568*</td>
<td>-.661**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. N = 268. Ordinal logistic regression of self-reported benefits from reciprocal trade liberalization on various objective measures of export ability. In all models, the measure of export ability is a significant predictor of support for trade liberalization, even conditional on comparative advantage of the respondent’s industry. Industries that account for a relatively high proportion of Costa Rica’s import sales, relative to the world’s, are presumed to be less competitive. These variables are called Neutral RCA and Positive RCA. Standard errors are in parentheses.

* p < .10.
** p < .05.
*** p < .01.

The models relating our objective correlates of export capacity to support for trade strongly suggest that an individual firm’s export ability is more important than the orientation of their industry toward the international economy. Export ability, at both the extensive and intensive margin, is strongly associated with support for the belief that reciprocal trade liberalization benefits the respondent’s firm. This is true even conditional on our proxies for industry-wide comparative advantage, which, although generally signed in the direction that the standard trade model might predict, are not statistically significant in any specification.18

We supplement this first main finding with several self-reported measures of competitiveness. First, we regress support for trade liberalization on the in-survey measure of whether a firm exports or not (Exporter (reported)). We find

18. We also considered an alternative proxy for comparative advantage commonly used in the literature, the log ratio of exports to imports. We used versions of this measure for our firms’ main industries only and for all of their 4-digit ISIC industries. In all instances, this comparative advantage measure was not statistically significant, and the effects of export performance on support for liberalization remained sizable and significant.

easy is it to find a product made by another company that is similar to yours?” While this variable is clearly conceptually related to the product differentiation measure, the overlap is not perfect between the two. (The Spearman correlation between the two measures is .17). This is so for two reasons. First, there may be intra-industry variation in the extent to which firms consider their product substitutable, which is of course not picked up by our Differentiation variable, which is industry-level. Second, the Substitutability variable may be picking up an even higher level of differentiation that goes beyond the Rauch measure. Our results are entirely robust to the exclusion of this variable.

The models relating our objective correlates of export capacity to support for trade strongly suggest that an individual firm’s export ability is more important than the orientation of their industry toward the international economy. Export ability, at both the extensive and intensive margin, is strongly associated with support for the belief that reciprocal trade liberalization benefits the respondent’s firm. This is true even conditional on our proxies for industry-wide comparative advantage, which, although generally signed in the direction that the standard trade model might predict, are not statistically significant in any specification.18

We supplement this first main finding with several self-reported measures of competitiveness. First, we regress support for trade liberalization on the in-survey measure of whether a firm exports or not (Exporter (reported)). We find
a positive correlation between exporting and support for trade, although not one that is significant at the 10% level. We also consider two subjective measures of firm ability: self-diagnosed "efficiency" (Efficiency) and "productivity" (Productivity) relative to other firms in the same industry. The productivity measure is positively correlated with support for trade and significant at the 10% level, while the efficiency measure has a positive coefficient that is not significant. These results are contained in table C1 of the appendix.

A further question that arises when considering firm heterogeneity in export success is whether other firm-level characteristics that might be correlated with export behavior are driving our results. Having foreign production facilities appears to have no effect on support or opposition to trade. We also include a dummy variable for whether the firm reports being a direct importer.19 We generally find that self-reported importers express less enthusiasm about trade liberalization. This puzzling correlation may be attributed to question wording (our survey asked about "reductions of international trade barriers in your industry"), but it is not the result of the high correlation between importing and export status, which is relatively modest, as described above.

In order to check that our main findings are not being solely driven by question wording or other features of our outcome variable, we consider two alternative measures of support for trade liberalization contained within our survey. The first of these is a 7-point Likert scale question about whether trade liberalization via the WTO process has "generally benefited" or "generally harmed" the respondent's firm.20 The second measure averages respondents' answers to a 5-point Likert scale survey question about support or opposition to further liberalization with each of eight trade partners, including China and the United States.21 These models are reported as online appendix tables C2 and C3, respectively. Employing the WTO question, all of our firm-level variables are positive predictors of support for trade even conditional on industry-wide comparative advantage. Five of seven of these are statistically significant at the 10% level, and in particular, our measures of export intensity are significant. Employing the averaged support for further liberalization with various countries, all of our firm-level predictors are again signed correctly, but only four of seven are statistically significant at the 10% level (these are our measures of export intensity from the Procomer data).

Finally, at the suggestion of a reader, we examined alternative versions of the main explanatory variables, in Annual exports and ln Number of markets, which isolate the intra-industry component of variation in export success. To do so, we ranked all Procomer firms in a given 4-digit ISIC industry based on their annual exports and numbers of markets served. These rankings were normalized to fall on a scale of 0 to 1 (with 1 representing the most export sales or markets in a given industry) and then matched these measures to our respondents. Nonexporters were given a rating of 0. We found extremely similar results across all three of our survey-based measures of support for trade liberalization, and we include these results in appendix table C4. All of the coefficients on the rank-based measures of export ability were significant at the 5% level.

What impacts of trade liberalization do firms consider important?

The second main set of results for this section examines the importance of various dimensions of trade policy to firms: competition from foreign producers (Import competition) and opportunities to directly export abroad (Export opportunities), primarily.22 There are two main purposes of these models: first, to demonstrate that firm-level, over and above industry- or factoral-level predictors, take precedence in determining the salience of facets of trade policy; second, to show that firms' evaluations of trade policy's impacts do not fit either of the standard approaches in the literature but are consistent with the emphasis on intra-industry trade in modern approaches to trade policy.

First, consider the two models that examine firms' evaluation of the importance of import competition when considering trade liberalization, reported in table 3 in columns 1 and 2. The extent of industry comparative disadvantage (Comparative advantage), which a Ricardo-Viner approach

---

19. Our measure of multinational status was based on a survey question ("Does your firm own production facilities in other countries besides Costa Rica"). Our measure of importing was based on a survey question ("Does your firm import?"). This measure is positively correlated with exporting ($\rho = .174$) but not highly collinear.

20. The question asked: "Now consider broad multilateral trade agreements, for example, those negotiated through the World Trade Organization. Do these types of agreements generally benefit or harm your firm?"

21. "Would your firm's management support or oppose efforts to further reduce tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade between Costa Rica and the following countries?" The countries (or regions) listed for separate answer were the United States, Mexico, Central America, Japan, Brazil, China, Panama, and the European Union. Responses were averaged across these countries.

22. This question asked "In evaluating the impact of reductions in international trade barriers on your firm's profits, how important are the following considerations? Increased competition from foreign producers; Increased opportunities for exports to foreign markets; Increased opportunities for sourcing of inputs from abroad; Increased opportunities for exports by firms my company supplies; Changes in wages/salaries for skilled workers; Changes in wages for unskilled workers?"
Table 3. Ordinal Logistic Regression of Various Dimensions of Liberalization on Selected Predictors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Import Competition</th>
<th>Export Opportunities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exporter (Procomer)</td>
<td>-.108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.327)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln Annual exports</td>
<td>-.137</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.285)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln Number of markets</td>
<td>-.059</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.289)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral comparative advantage</td>
<td>-.069</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.300)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative advantage</td>
<td>.385</td>
<td>-.886***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.317)</td>
<td>(.313)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately differentiated</td>
<td>.468***</td>
<td>-.120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.135)</td>
<td>(.136)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitutability</td>
<td>-.330</td>
<td>-.347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.255)</td>
<td>(.270)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign production</td>
<td>-.187</td>
<td>-.776**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(.295)</td>
<td>(.310)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. N = 268. Respondents answered whether each dimension, import competition or indirect export opportunities, for example, are important considerations in assessing proposed trade liberalizations. Standard errors are in parentheses.

* p < .10.
** p < .05.
*** p < .01.

says would be the most important predictor of import competition being a serious issue, has only modest and statistically insignificant effects. Firms in net-importing industries are not significantly more concerned about import competition than those in other industries. One explanation for this may lie in the strongly positive impact of firm-level evaluations of product substitutability on concerns about import competition. Firms that feel that their products are easy to replace with varieties made by competitors are extremely worried about the impact of import competition; firms that feel that their products are more difficult to find substitutes for are much less concerned. Thus, precisely the same analytic factor that gives rise to intra-industry trade also buffers firms from the greatest depredations of import competition, as argued in Krugman (1981).

The key role of intra-industry trade is also emphasized in model 2. It shows that those firms that are concerned about import competition associated with trade liberalization are the same firms that are concerned about export opportunities associated with trade liberalization (Export opportunities). This is entirely at odds with a Ricardo-Viner or Stolper-Samuelson view of the world, but it fits nicely into approaches emphasizing the importance of intra-industry trade.

The respondents’ identification of export opportunities (Export opportunities, the dependent variable in models 3, 4, and 5) as an important consideration in evaluating trade liberalization serve to illustrate the other key piece of the “new, new” trade politics: firm heterogeneity. Industry comparative advantage is only intermittently a significant predictor of considering export opportunities an important feature of trade liberalization. But, as in table 2, both export status (Exporter) and intensity (ln Annual exports and ln Number markets) have large positive effects on seeing export opportunities as important, even conditional on the comparative advantage of the industry. This suggests something important: the broad price movements emphasized in stan-
Firm interest and engagement with trade policy
This subsection builds on the findings in the previous sections by considering the level of interest and active engagement with trade policy among firms. Our existing trade theories suggest that the importance attached to trade policy by producers within a single industry should generally be the same: all producers of the same good will face the same changes in goods and factor prices and so all will face proportional gains or losses resulting from trade liberalization.

The new, new trade theory emphasizes that firms differ sharply in their ability to access foreign markets and that the largest exporters see outsized gains from trade liberalization. The rest of firms—small- to medium-sized exporters, and nonexporters—see modest or no increases in sales from liberalization, and they face greater competition at home. These distributive consequences therefore suggest preference intensity about trade policy should be most concentrated in the hands of the largest exporters. These “happy few” who control almost all international trade are also expected to be the most engaged in trade politics, owing to their strong preferences and greater material resources (Mayer and Ottaviano 2008). The evidence provided below is strongly in support of this view. These models are reported in table 4.

Each model considers the responses among exporters only to a series of questions about the interest and political activities of firms surrounding trade politics. Firms were asked “In general, do you think that decisions by the government of Costa Rica on international trade policy have big or small consequences for your firm?” with potential answers on a 5-point Likert scale from “Very small” to “Very big.” Firms were also asked “With what frequency does the management of your firm seek information on and discuss global and bilateral trade negotiations involving Costa Rica, such as the WTO Doha Round or bilateral negotiations between Costa Rica and the European Union on a trade agreement?” with answers spanning “Never” to “Very often” on a 5-point scale. The answers to these questions are examined in models 1 and 2 and in models 3 and 4, respectively, of table 4.

We also asked firms about the extent of their lobbying activities, both in general and on trade issues specifically, although we phrased the questions in terms of “contacting” the Office of the President, COMEX, or a member of the Asamblea Legislativa about some political issue or problem.23 Recall that these are the three main political institutions with authority on making trade policy. The results of these models are presented in models 5 and 6 and in models 7 and 8 of table 4. The core explanatory variables relate to the intensity of export activities: the average annual exports for all years with positive exports (ln Annual exports) and the number of markets served by the firm (ln Number of markets).

In all cases, these variables are positively correlated with each of the four outcomes (and in six of eight cases these relationships are statistically significant). In sharp contrast, separate unreported models that consider the impact of export status only generally produce positive but insignificant relationships. It is the extent of exporting that is most important in determining interest of firms rather than the mere fact of exporting on its own.

As with the models of preferences, we also examined a rank-based measure of export performance that compares firms within-industry only, and so we eliminated from consideration inter-industry differences in size and competitiveness. These results are provided in appendix table C5. We found virtually identical patterns of sign and statistical significance, with the sole exception of the effect of the rank-based measure of average annual exports on seeking information about trade, which was not significant.

These results are consistent with several of the stylized facts that have emerged in the literature on heterogeneity in export performance. Exporting is highly concentrated in the hands of a small group of firms, and only the most successful

23. The exact question was “Some firms are quite active in politics, while others tend not to take an active part. We would like to know if, during the last three to four years, your firm has contacted a member of Congress, COMEX, or the Presidency about some political issue or problem?” The responses were Yes, No, and Don’t know. For firms that answered Yes to this question, we asked a follow-up: “You mentioned that your firm has contacted members of Congress, COMEX, or the Presidency about a political issue. Did any of these issues concern international trade or outsourcing?” which had Yes or No responses.
export in high volumes and to a large number of markets. We noted earlier that Costa Rica has pursued a steady course of neoliberal reforms and integration with global markets that have sparked considerable controversy. Our earlier results suggest that these reforms have received the enthusiastic support of Costa Rica’s largest and most successful exporters, regardless of the overall orientation of their industry toward the global economy. Here we have shown that large firms dominate the politicking surrounding trade liberalization and globalization. At this point, we highlight the fit among these different strands of our paper: superstar exporters support trade and dominate trade politics, and they have succeeded in securing trade liberalization and global integration for Costa Rica.

Summary
This paper has three main empirical findings, each of which challenges the two dominant approaches to trade politics. Standard approaches predict that industries (or even all firms regardless of industry) will be united in support of or opposition to trade liberalization. We find that attitudes are best explained by firm-level characteristics regardless of industry features. Firms’ evaluations of trade policy and patterns of preference intensity and political engagement also suggest patterns that existing approaches cannot explain. We summarize our main findings here.

First, we find robust and compelling evidence that the firm characteristics highlighted by the “new, new trade theory” are strong predictors of trade attitudes among firms. This correlation holds even conditional on industry-wide proxies for comparative advantage, which are in general not a statistically significant predictor of attitudes toward trade. This core finding is relatively insensitive to the proxy of firm productivity: objective measures of export activity and intensity, self-reported measures of firm sales, and subjective evaluations of firm productivity all suggest the same conclusions. Our results are also generally consistent across alternative mea-

### Table 4. Various Measures of Political Interests and Lobbying Surrounding Trade Issues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Trade Important</th>
<th>Seek Trade Information</th>
<th>Contacted Policy Makers</th>
<th>Contacted about Trade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In Annual exports</td>
<td>.138* (0.073)</td>
<td>.143** (0.070)</td>
<td>.263*** (0.083)</td>
<td>.207** (0.087)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Number of markets</td>
<td>.186 (.349)</td>
<td>.250 (.343)</td>
<td>.028 (.345)</td>
<td>.088 (.343)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral comparative advantage</td>
<td>.143 (.347)</td>
<td>.088 (.343)</td>
<td>-.110 (.436)</td>
<td>-.035 (.436)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative advantage</td>
<td>.750* (.381)</td>
<td>.871** (.368)</td>
<td>.648 (.397)</td>
<td>.840** (.391)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderately differentiated</td>
<td>-.834** (.340)</td>
<td>-.918*** (.339)</td>
<td>-.502 (.399)</td>
<td>-.639 (.390)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differentiated</td>
<td>-.462 (.379)</td>
<td>-.695* (.341)</td>
<td>-.326 (.339)</td>
<td>-.433 (.339)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitutability</td>
<td>.171 (.152)</td>
<td>.188 (.152)</td>
<td>.242 (.152)</td>
<td>.267* (.152)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign production</td>
<td>-.101 (.308)</td>
<td>.061 (.298)</td>
<td>.115 (.316)</td>
<td>.230 (.309)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importer</td>
<td>-.243 (.387)</td>
<td>-.133 (.383)</td>
<td>.422 (.359)</td>
<td>.530 (.358)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. N = 223. Issues examined include a belief that trade policy is impactful, seeking information about trade, and contact with the major policy-making institutions about political issues or problems, both generally and with specific reference to international trade. All models are estimated among exporters only—in general each of these outcomes was not strongly correlated with export status per se but are apparently strongly correlated with the intensity of export activity. Comparative advantage is positively, but not consistently, correlated with interest and activity around trade policy. Standard errors are in parentheses.

* p < .10  
** p < .05  
*** p < .01.
sures of support for trade and alternative measures of revealed comparative advantage at the industry level.

Our second main finding is that firms’ evaluations of the key dimensions of trade liberalization are more consistent with “new, new trade” accounts than with standard approaches. Firm characteristics are much better predictors of concern about export opportunities and import competition than industry-level predictors. Concern about import competition and export opportunities are positively correlated, suggesting the importance of intra-industry trade flows. Finally, firms generally did not consider factor price changes to be key concerns when evaluating trade liberalization, as models of comparative advantage based on factor endowments might suggest.

Finally, we move the literature forward by examining the impact of firm size and export intensity on preference intensity and political activity. Among exporting firms, we find very strong links between export intensity and belief that trade policy is important and seeking information on trade policy. Similarly, we find strong correlations between export scale and engagement in policy activity, especially political activity that is trade related. We interpret this as evidence that the sharp skewness in export sales described in Bernard et al. (2014) and Mayer and Ottaviano (2008) feeds into political activity surrounding the making of trade policy.

To what larger story do these findings point? Beginning in the mid-1980s, Costa Rica—like many other developed and developing countries, both before and after—began a process of steadily increasing engagement with the global economy. While the causes of these changes are many, we highlight that this process coincided with changes in industrial structure and global trade. Concentration was increasing with the rise of superstar firms, even as product differentiation became a central organizing concern of corporations as well as the key explanation for the rise of intra-industry trade. We have shown here that these two forms of market power—size and monopolization of particular varieties—coincide strongly with both support for globalization and political power. Big exporting firms monopolizing their own varieties do not mind if trade liberalization increases imports in their industry as long as they gain access to new markets. These same firms also have structural advantages—greater financial resources and social capital—and face an ameliorated collective action problem due to their relatively small numbers and intense preferences. The likely opponents of globalization among firms are, in contrast, large in number, relatively weak in their preferences, and lacking in political power. We propose, then, that the rise of intra-industry trade—and of the superstar exporter divorced from the concerns of the weaker firms in his industry—has contributed to the steady erosion of trade barriers over the past several decades.

CONCLUSION

The study of preferences over trade over the past 20 years has two defining characteristics. The first of these is a focus on the preferences of individuals as voters either via public opinion surveys (e.g., Scheve and Slaughter 2001), voting patterns (e.g., Margalit 2011), or congressional roll call voting (Milner and Tingley 2011). In particular, the literature has come to focus on noninstrumental or psychological determinants of attitudes toward globalization (e.g., Mansfield and Mutz 2009). Second, to the extent that the literature has focused on instrumental theories of preferences, it has mainly revisited the long-running debate about asset specificity, industry, and factor ownership (Hiscox 2002; Rogowski 1989).

This paper takes a different tack on both dimensions by focusing on firms and firm-level material factors. We find evidence for a rich politics of trade that highlights large differences among firms even within industries—a politics that merits much greater attention given the outsize role of firms in the process of making trade policy, especially relative to ordinary voters. We highlight in this conclusion some areas for further development.

As with any paper that uses data from a single country, future research ought to extend our conceptual framework and empirical strategy to other developing countries. We suspect that our results will travel, just as the results of previous work on developed countries appear to travel to the Costa Rican case we examine (see, e.g., Osgood 2017; Plouffe 2012). Ideally, new work in this area would combine elements of all of these papers: extensive firm-level data on operations and performance among both exporters and nonexporters, survey evidence on attitudes and behavior, and behavioral evidence on public position-taking, lobbying, and organization to corroborate survey findings “in the field.”

A focus on firms also raises several natural areas for extending our theory. First, the study of firms in trade has identified other types of heterogeneity in the extent of global engagement, particularly in the multinationalization of production and in the extent of importing needed inputs. These ideas are examined in US data on firm position-taking in Osgood (2015), but there is a great deal of scope for further theoretical innovation in this area, as well as in the testing of ideas in surveys and in other country contexts. Second, the trade literature on firm heterogeneity has recently come to focus on the ways in which workers vary systematically across firms (e.g., Grossman, Helpman, and Kircher 2013; Helpman, Itskhoki, and Redding 2010). These papers have quite sophis-
ticated arguments about worker attributes and sorting into firms based on ability, but the easiest extension of the “new, new trade” theory to workers may simply be to note that labor markets have frictions, and so any policy change that redistributes among firms also redistributes among workers, at least in the short term (see also Walter 2015). Surveys of workers matched to employer characteristics would therefore seem to be a natural next step. Third, while we have documented above the implications of firm heterogeneity for both attitudes and lobbying, much work remains to be done in understanding the implications of firm heterogeneity for the process and outcomes of trade politics. In part, this will mean understanding how changes in patterns of redistribution affect the incentives of policy demanders and suppliers, but it will also mean considering the interactions between interests and political institutions, which we see as fertile ground for future research.

What factors determine firms’ preferences over trade policy? We find evidence that firm attributes—not features of their industries or factors of production—are the primary determinants of firms’ attitudes toward trade. These findings suggest that it is time to move past earlier theories of trade politics—import-competing versus export-competing industries—and engage with models of trade politics built on the actual patterns of contemporary international trade, where intra-industry trade and firm heterogeneity in export performance are the norm. A close examination of firms’ political attitudes and activities also suggests that organizing for trade politics may be more difficult than even theories of collective action had predicted and that the outsized influence of the global economy’s winners is especially apparent in the politics of global economic policy.
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